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Abstract– Existing research has revealed that TCP which is widely used in Internet commu-
nication is capable of continuous communication interference by Low-rate Distributed Denial of
Service (LDDoS) attack. However, since the cases where LDDoS attacks have actually been done
have not been confirmed, the effect of LDDoS attacks under the network environment is not clear.
We aim to establish and evaluate LDDoS attacks under the network environment and to estab-
lish means for effective detection and deterrence of LDDoS attacks using the findings. In this
paper, we investigated and discussed on LDDoS attacks on servers in small networks assumed for
general households and small business offices under a real network environment. We investigate
whether effective LDDoS attacks are possible when IoT equipment is used as an attack node,
when the transmission queue capacity of routers making bottleneck links is realistic values and
when attack traffic is generated from attack nodes connected via wireless LAN. Furthermore,
we verified whether the attacker acquired the minimum RTO (Retransmisson Time Out) of the
target server, which is important for setting the attack parameters, and it is possible to generate
the attack traffic with realistically effective attack parameters. Through these verifications, we
showed that LDDoS attacks can pose a threat in small networks.
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RTO = max{minRTO, SRTT +max(G, 4 ? RTTAV R)} (2.1)
???minRTO?RTO?????SRTT ??????????????????RTT:
Round Trip Time??G ????????????????????????????
RTTAV R?RTT?????????minRTO?RFC6298[17]????1??????
??????????????????2.1???????
minRTO > SRTT +max(G, 4 ? RTTAV R) (2.2)
???????????? RTO?????minRTO??????????????
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RTOi = (1 + u)RTOi−1(for0 > u > 1) (3.1)
?????????????????????RTO?
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?????? 5.1????2????????? 1???? 2?? 1???????? 3?
???????????? 1?2?3?? 1??????????????????????
????????????? LAN??????2????????????? Linux?
?????????????Token Bucket Filter[18]????????? 10Mbps?RTT
? 20ms????????????????????????? 100Mbps?RTT? 1ms
????????? 1????????????? [10]??? [11]??????? 50?
???????????????minRTO??? RFC6298[17]?????????? 1
????????????????? CUBIC?????TCP???? 1??????
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? 5.1: ?????????
??? OS CPU ???
?????? Ubuntu 18.04 Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 @3.60GHz 8.00GB
????? Ubuntu 16.04 Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 @3.60GHz 8.00GB
??? 1?2 Ubuntu 16.04 Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 @3.60GHz 8.00GB
????? 1?2?3 Ubuntu Mate 16.04 ARMv7 Processor rev4 1.00GB
? 5.2: LDDoS???????
?? LDDoS?? ?? LDoS????? ???? LDDoS?????
n g m ? Ta(s) Tb(ms) Rb(Mbps) T+a (s) T+b (ms) R+b (Mbps)
AFI 3 3 1 Ta/3 3 300 10 1 300 10
ARI 3 1 3 0 1 300 3.4 1 300 10.2
5.3 ????
????? 0?? 60?????????????????? iPerf[19]????TCP??
??????????????? 10Mbps??????????? 1?2?3?Kuzmanovic










??????ARI???? LDDoS????????????? linuxps? linuxSend?




B1, B2, · · · , Bn?????????????????????Bi, Bi+1????????
Tai?Bi??????? Tbi????????????? T¯ a??5.1?????????
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5.5 ???????






? 5.3??? 5.2??? 0?? 3.2?????????????????????????
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? 5.5: ARI LDDoS?????????? 5.4??? 0?? 3.2???????????
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Model B? IoT?????????????????????????? IoT?????
????????????????????????????????
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? 5.8: ARI??????????? linuxps????????
? 5.9: ARI??????????? linuxSend????????
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?????????????? 6.1??? F1?? F5? 5?????????????
?? 5.2?????????????? AFI? LDDoS?????? AWI??????
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? 6.1: ????????????????
?????????? T+a (s) T+b (ms) R+b (Mbps)
F1 1 600 10
F2 1 700 10
F3 1 800 10
F4 1 900 10
F5 1 1,000 10
??????? 600ms?? 1,000ms???????????????????????
???????? F1 · · ·F5????????DoS?????????????????
?????????????????????
6.3.3 ??
F1 · · ·F5???????????????????? 0.1?????????????
?????? F ???F ????????????????? n?????6.1????
??????
n = Round(T+b /Tb) ∗m ∗ g (6.1)
Round()?????????????????????????T+b ? F ?????
??Tb?m?g?? 5????? AFI???????? 5.2?????????????
?????6.1???????6.2??????
n = Round(T+b /300) ∗ 1 ∗ 3 (6.2)
6.3.4 ???????
T+b ?????????????????????? 6.3???????????T+b =
900ms???????????????? 1???????????????????
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? 7.2: ????? 1????????????? LDoS???????? 5.2???
? 7.3: Wi-Fi??????????? 1????? LDoS????????
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